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The statement in Lemma 1.5 is not true. In fact, the function g (t) = t n log-2 (t)

is a counterexample to Lemma 1.5. The incorrect proof given there depends on
the wrong assertion that fre:' (t logn t) -1 dt is divergent for n ~ 2.

To save Theorem 1.4 we have to change the statement of Lemma 1.1. Namely,
part (b) of Lemma 1.1 should read

(1)

(2)

where ~ is any point on 00. Here, and in the sequel, C denotes a constant depend
ing only on n. The proof of (1) is exactly the same as for the case given in the pa
per. However, the estimate of f02 1x - ~ /-n dx on page 284 should be

L2 Ix - ~ I-n dx s C (log I~ I - log Iy - ~ I) .

Substituting (1) in formula (1.8') and observing the fact that g(r) increases
to infinity (this follows from Corollary 1.3), we obtain

g(r) S C iBr
no

[1 + r Ix ~ ~I log ex ~ ~I)] d<1x,

where ~ is such that Ix - ~I =min(jx - 1/ I: 1/ E 00 and 11/ I = r} if 00 n aBr is
not empty; to avoid those r for which ao n aBr is empty, we define 1= (r: r ~ r'

and 00 n aBr =1= 0 ), where r' is large enough that B (0, r') contains the support
of the corresponding distribution. It is also obvious that there is a sequence in I
approaching infinity. Next we formulate a lemma due to Sakai [8], page 91.

Lemma. Set g' (r) = faB no d<1x and for every E > °set r. = r' if g(r) s an for
r

all r ~ r', else r, = sup (r ~ r': g (r) > an}. Then the following hold:

tI thank M. Essen for pointing out to me the incorrect statement in the article.
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(1) r' :5 r. < 00,

(2) r. l' 00 as E 'Ii 0,
(3) g(r,> = a.n, if r. > r',
(4) g' (r.) :5 na.n -

I if r. > r'.

CORRECTION

The proof of this for the case n = 2 is given in [8]; the general case is simi
lar and therefore omitted.

Now let (Ej I be a sequence of decreasing positive numbers such that the cor
responding r. belongs to I (this can be done as it obviously follows from part (3)

J

of the lemma that r. depends continuously on E). Then by Assertion II and the
lemma we have (for Ixl = I~ I = r.)

(3) I tln-I<C'( )<C n-IX - .. _ g r'j _ Ej r'j •

Since a log a -I is an increasing function for a (= Ix - ~ Ilr.) small and posi
tive, and (by (3» (Ix - ~ Ilr.)n-1 :5 CEj, we can reduce (2) to

g(r.) :5 C1 (l + r.jEj!<n-l) log Ej-I) dax
iJBr'jnn

= C(l + r.jEF(n-l) log Ej-I )g' (r.).

By the lemma (parts (3) and (4», we end up with

Dividing both sides of this inequality by Ejr~ and letting Ej go to zero, we will
have 1 :5 0, a contradiction, which completes the proof of Theorem 1.4.




